From the Cover …….

**Camellia japonica ‘Tama Loch Laurel’**

This 9-year old chance seedling of ‘Tama Electra’ was originated, registered and propagated by Mark Crawford, Valdosta, GA. The mid-season, medium size loose peony to semi-double flower has heavy petal texture and falls in one piece. The plant is upright with a medium growth rate and a profuse bloomer.
The long hot summer days in the South is the time to start planning this season's show. The location for your show should be booked and publicity planned with the times and dates. The ACS list of judges should be consulted for current certification and contact information. Former judges may be placed on a separate check list to contact as general assistants with the technical details on show day. They will appreciate inclusion in the show advance notification process. ACS should be notified of the show date, time, and address for posting on the website.

Have you reviewed your show schedule to increase the number of awards using certificates and or ribbons instead of merchandise? Does your awards list reflect the points available categories listed in the ACS Yearbook 2016 page 145? Do you offer awards for the categories of fragrant, white, yellow, pre 1900, pre 1950, or a locally developed flower?

Do you limit species to one award when your show will have hundreds of flowers competing that would be better served by size awards and added tray display awards? Do you have one judge team pick one species award winner or set up size contention? Does one species award discourage growers from bringing rare flowers because 'star above star' is so heavily favored? Does your program allow tiny flowers to be displayed as a spray of a defined length?

Has the show chair secured a copy of the Atlantic Coast size list to distinguish usual size when the SCCS Nomenclature book lists a size range? Has a reference to the use of the Atlantic Coast Camellia Society size list been included in the show program?

Does your show schedule have a separate class for sasanqua without other species? Have we reached a point where Nonreticulata Hybrids, Sasanqua, Hemalis, and Vernalis should be grouped together with size category awards? Should the word "rare" be added to species to represent all seldom seen individual species specimens as a single award? A combination entry category would simplify placement of species crosses and allow the competition with the parent blooms.

The person who gathers merchandise to put on display for 8 hours while the show is in progress has a formidable challenge. Submitting the awards list to ACS by 30 days in advance of the show gives this person organizational time. Storage of merchandise can require multiple large containers measuring a couple of cubic yards. A numbering system on the awards list is helpful when carried through to the merchandise, contention tally sheet, and signs for contention and awards. Does your club allow removal of merchandise at the end of judging by the winner? Should merchandise dominate the awards table or should blooms? Can merchandise be set in a separate area for immediate pick up by by winners at the completion of judging to allow focus on flowers? Awards as certificates or ribbons would simplify the process.

Each show will have a different mix of blooms as the camellia season progresses from fall through spring. A single show chairman may be criticized for having an

continued on page 7
Species reticulata of the genus camellia was hidden from the western world for many centuries. Ancient oriental scholars were highly skilled and patient hybridizers. These people apparently made no effort to advertise their accomplishments as their culture seemed to be confined to a relatively small area around Kunming, China. This area was located in the Yunnan province of southwestern China near the Burmese and Vietnamese borders.

Many famous botanists visited China in search of plants. Many of our most beautiful flora are of Chinese origin. Therefore, it is odd that the spectacular reticulatas were missed. Their first appearance in the west was in 1820 when an Englishman, Richard Rawes, captain of an east India ship, arrived in England with a load of plants from the orient. Included was an unknown species of camellia which was to become known as 'Captain Rawes Camellia'. This plant was given to a friend and it bloomed in 1826. A second importation was made by John Parks in the ship Lowther Castle. He had been in China on a collecting expedition for the Royal Horticultural Society. It is not known for certain but it is considered likely that both of these importations came from the flower market in the Pearl River at Canton. These were accepted as type form and given the name Camellia reticulata. A description
Robert Fortune (16 September 1812 – 13 April 1880) was a Scottish botanist, plant hunter and traveler. Following the Treaty of Nanjing in 1842, Fortune was sent out by the Horticultural Society to collect plants in China. His travels resulted in the introduction to Europe of many new, exotic, beautiful flowers and plants. His most famous accomplishment was the successful transportation of Chinese tea plants (Camellia sinensis) from China to the Darjeeling region of India, in the Eastern Himalayas, India, in 1848 on behalf of the British East India Company and got the by-name of 'the tea thief.' Fortune introduced the following camellias: Camellia 'Cup of Beauty' 1854, Camellia 'Princess Frederick William' 1854, Camellia japonica 'Variegata' 1866, Camellia reticulata 'Pagoda' 1843, Camellia sasanqua cvs. 1860, Camellia sasanqua var. 'Anemoniflora' 1850 Japan, Camellia sinensis to India - Tea Plant.

Robert Fortune now enters our picture. Fortune was a noted plant explorer who was in China between 1843 and 1862. He sent another garden variety of reticulata to England - a dark red formal to rose form double which became known as “Robert Fortune's camellia.” We know this variety today as 'Pagoda.'

Nearly a century passed before we learned anything more about the species reticulata. In 1924, the plant explorer, George Forrest, collected seeds of a wild retic growing on hillsides near Tengyueh, Yunnan. These were cultivated by the noted English hybridizer J. C. Williams and flowered in 1932.

The world-wide revival of camellia culture in general was just beginning in the mid-1930s. In 1938, a Chinese botanist, Dr. H. H. Hu, published an article in the Royal Horticulture Society's journal which indicated many ancient cultivated forms of Camellia reticulata were in existence.

After World War II, three well-known camellia enthusiasts began working on the retic puzzle - each independent of the other. They were Dr. W. E. Lammerts, an American camellia researcher; Ralph S. Peer, the dedicated amateur of California; and Walter Hazelwood, nurseryman of New South Wales. Their trail led to the Yunnan botanical institute at Kunming. From the Director and his assistant, Professor H. T. Tsai, much information was obtained. They learned that some twenty varieties of 'Captain Rawes' camellia first appeared in the botanical register of 1827. Needless to say, the first flowering of these plants created quite a sensation.
were growing in the institute gardens. Some of the plants were more than 300 years old and some varieties had been in cultivation since 900 A.D.

In early 1948, Dr. Lammerts received an air shipment of plants. Ralph Peer's shipment came a little later and five varieties went to Walter Hazelwood in Australia. Five of Lammerts' and 16 of Peer's plants failed to survive plant quarantine two hours exposure to methyl bromide fumes. None of Hazelwood's plants survived. But with cooperation of their Chinese friends, another partially successful shipment was made and 18 varieties were finally established by 1950. West coast hybridizers, such as Howard Asper et al, led the way with the introduction of many fine hybrids. Current hybridizers include Messrs. Piet, Gaeta, Hall and Dr. Homeyer in the U.S.; Messrs. Sebire, Pierson and Hunt in Australia; and Messrs. Lennard, Hansen and Clark in New Zealand - Just to name a few. The Yunnan retics began a new phase in camellia culture and added vivid colors that do not exist in our japonicas. If you are not growing them now, you should try a few and revel in their beauty.

Editors Note: This article is based on a talk which Hyman Norsworthy gave at the Gulf Coast Camellia Society annual meeting in Mobile in September 1993 and first appeared in the 'Camellian' vol. 22 no.2 Spring 1994.
President’s Message
Continued from page 3

award category that has no entry at a particular show date. Referencing the ACS points awards system list of awards should encourage entrants to bring every bloom possible throughout the season.

Do you have training sessions for new members to teach completion of entry cards which includes knowledge of C. japonica distinguished from C. reticulata with abbreviations used in local speech. Are the placement plans written for the facility done early enough to share and use as training tools as well as judge team assignment? Teaching differences in camellias is better done in the peak of the natural bloom time instead of only the beginning of the season or relying on gibbed blooms. Teaching of new members should include websites of ACS, ACCS, SCCS, large camellia nurseries, and state extension services.

If you have Sweepstakes, does the program state which blooms will be counted? When blooms are very crowded on the table, the system of collecting first place, then second place only to break a tie can be flawed by overlooked tags. Is a senior judge assigned to repeatedly sweep the tables after the tags were collected but before completion of the summary?

When blooms are crowded on the table, it can be difficult to see "ht" written in pencil on an entry card. Do you have a bold design reminder card placed by the judge team? Red paper at least one inch by two inches is helpful. Smaller seizes can disappear under a large bloom. White cards for head table are hard to notice when placed on white entry cards. Light green cards are hard to notice on green entry cards.

Computer technology can be a valuable resource. Anything needed from a member’s computer should be completed a week before the show. If a single person is doing the input, members quickly overload this person mistakenly thinking of them as creating instantly without regard to actual time spent doing computer input. Hand written name tags are acceptable. Hand written contention tally sheets labeled in advance are acceptable. How about the ribbon that says "judge" or "clerk" worn only during active show duties? How about a simple badge with a single word worn during active show duties?

Will a special team be used for placement of blooms? Will people place their own blooms on the exhibit tables?

Do you have a written instruction sheet for clerks who can get easily confused by various judges giving different instructions? Are all of the supplies needed by clerks gathered and in working condition by two weeks before the show?

Safety of members and guests is a priority. Event day liability insurance may be required. Members should constantly scan the floor for water puddles, plant stems, and loose materials that make unsteady walking conditions. Is a mop and broom readily available and a cleaning team assembled?

This is written to the general membership to analyze and understand the complexities of getting to show day. Members are encouraged to participate in a positive manner. There are many practices that happen by habit of the show organizers. If you see an area that you want to participate in, let the show chair know as early as possible. The American Camellia Society has written rules for judges which club members should be familiar with even if not a judge. Not every spur of the moment idea can be changed on show day.

Camellia shows were originated with award ribbons and certificates but got distracted by merchandise on the awards table. We need to emphasize the visual experience of hundreds of beautiful blooms.
The White House has served as a residence for the presidents of the United States since 1800. The eighteen acres that surround it make up the front and back yards of the first family and thus is the nation’s first garden as well. It has reflected the horticultural styles and preferences of the forty-three first families who have occupied the premises. [Grover and Frances Cleveland lived there during two separate administrations (1885-89 and 1890-1901), and although George Washington was very much involved in the establishment, plans, and planting of the gardens, he never lived in the White House. Thus the forty-three instead of forty-five residents.]

Flowers of all types are used profusely in today’s White House at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Not only do they grace the tables at State Dinners held for visiting dignitaries, but they are also used in the offices where they bring color, design and tranquility to such busy places as well as in the lesser rooms and family quarters. Even Air Force 1 contains floral arrangements on flights.

But it was not always so. In the early years, people objected the use of cut flowers indoors. They believed that fresh flowers “drank up the oxygen in the air and sent harmful vapors into the room.” As a result, wax flowers were used. The earliest record of these describes the wax flowers used by James Monroe (1817-1825) which he placed in his 13-foot bronze and mirror plateau he had ordered from France for his banquet table. Wax flowers had the delicate and subtle coloring of the real thing and enjoyed a long history of use in the state rooms of the White House.

Enter the camellias. Interest in flower arranging with fresh flowers seems to have begun in the late 1840s. The first record of a camellia in a show in the United States was in Philadelphia in 1828, the year Andrew Jackson was elected, and
three blooms were shown. It was Jackson who introduced camellias to the White House in 1834 when he founded a greenhouse in the form of an orangery to provide healthful winter citrus for the table. He added camellias and sasanquas to the greenhouse and brought them into the White House in pots. Noted writer and political activist, Jesse Benton Fremont, wife of explorer John Charles Fremont, and daughter of US Senator from Missouri, Thomas Hart Benton, commented in her memoirs, *Souvenirs of My Time* (1887), on the beautiful camellia blooms during entertainments at the White House.

**Fresh flower arrangements** were introduced to the White House by Harriet Lane, acting First Lady during the presidency of her bachelor uncle, James Buchanan (1857-1861). Harriet had Andrew Jackson’s greenhouse rebuilt on top of the West Wing of the house and could easily be reached from the hall of the state floor. In heavy terra cotta pots placed on wooden tables, brightly colored single petal roses flourished along with pink and red camellias, palms, and white lilies.

Harriet enjoyed the walks in the new conservatory and appreciated the camellias as well as the South American orange trees. On visiting days, the public was permitted to enjoy the conservatory as well. A visiting journalist wrote of his impression in 1858: “As you enter the conservatory itself, it seems almost like penetrating the luxurious fragrances of some South American island, so warm and odiferous is the atmosphere. . . Here you may see orange trees, and a lemon tree. . . rows of prickly cactus of every size and shape . . . camellia japonica, delicate spires, ardesia, and poinsettia . . . .”

Documents of the 1830s and ‘40s in the National Archives list wide varieties of indoor plants ordered for the White House from nurseries everywhere but mostly in Long Island. Potted fruit trees and tubbed camellias were popular, but roses became the most prized.

Up to this point in time, gardening appears to have been the purview of men. But with the introduction of the glass conservatories, the ladies began to enjoy spending time in them and took an interest in the growth of the plants.
Abraham Lincoln (1861-65) and wife Mary Todd, continued having flower arrangements in the White House as he followed every one of Buchanan’s social customs. Mrs. Lincoln wore flowers in her hair, and carried a bouquet at public receptions to avoid getting her hands bruised by shaking hands.

Mrs. Lincoln sent bouquets as a floral largess in place of a formal visit by the president’s wife. The bouquet maker would take a perfect flower, whether a rose, cape jasmine, or camellia and with his assistant tying the short stemmed flowers onto broom straws [would] build up a structure of the size and shape of a cabbage with an edging of forget-me-nots or delicate ferns. They were then placed into a stiff paper bouquet holder and were ready for presentation.”

It was during the administration of Ulysses S. Grant (1869-77) that floral arranging rose to full force. The rooftop greenhouse had burned in 1867 and had been replaced by an iron and wooden structure twice as large as the earlier one. First Lady Julia Grant employed additional gardeners and greenhouse specialists who could arrange flowers as well as take care of them. Orchids were her favorites and soon the conservatory had an orchid room.

By 1893 during the second term of Grover Cleveland, the head gardener of the White House, Henry Pfister, had in addition to the display conservatory, a fern house, a violet house, a grapery, a camellia house, two rose houses, two orchid houses, one propagating house, and a house for bedding plants.

When Theodore Roosevelt (1901-1909) moved into the White House at the turn of the century with wife Edith and their five children, and his daughter Alice Lee from his first marriage (her mother having died in childbirth), the house was bursting at the seams. An expansion was done which required the moving of the conservatory and the greenhouses to make room for what is now called the West Wing.

**The War Years.** With the advent of World War I, garden projects took a back seat as the work force was diverted to defense. By the spring of 1918, a herd of twenty sheep had taken up residence on the South Lawn to keep the grass closely cropped. The wool from the sheared White House sheep was sold at auction for the benefit of the American Red Cross and brought in $52,828.

The stock market crash of 1929 and the resulting Great Depression took attention as well as appropriation away from garden endeavors. It wasn’t until Franklin D. Roosevelt’s four terms (1933-45) that any further work was done with the White House gardens. Frederick Law Olmstead, Jr., American landscape architect, made improvements to the garden.
designer, felt that the White House grounds needed uplifting. He researched the history of the landscape in detail and mapped its hundreds of trees and shrubs. But again, the nation was thrust into war and little could be done. By the time Harry Truman (1945-53) and Bess (who had a definite distaste for “First Ladying”) moved in, the White House was about to fall down. The remodeling done during the Teddy Roosevelt administration had basic structural problems that started to surface. Poor foundations caused plaster to fall, walls to crack, and floors to creak. The presidential bathtub began to sink into the tile floor. When the leg of daughter Margaret’s spinet piano broke through an upstairs floor one summer day in 1948, consulting engineers issued a red alert. The Trumans were immediately moved across Pennsylvania Avenue to Blair House, the official guest residence. Over the next three and a half years, the White House was gutted, reinforced, and rebuilt.

With the “new” White House, came new gardens. Twenty-seven of the newest varieties of azaleas were planted on the grounds. The Rose Garden was replanted with the most modern varieties including the popular Floribundas. Gardeners had grown camellias in the White House conservatories for over one hundred years before the first ones were planted outdoors in 1952. And a new lawn was installed.

**The modern era.** When John F. Kennedy and First Lady Jacqueline Bouvier arrived at the White House (1961-69), the President thought that the lawn was “never quite right.” National Park Service employees who now had the responsibility of the White House grounds, tried everything, but still Mrs. Kennedy stated that “this place looks as well as cornfields in Virginia.” Records show that before the arrival of important guests, brown patches in the lawn were spray-painted green.

The Rose Garden needed refurbishing and President Kennedy asked that a variety of other types of plants be mixed in with the roses.

While digging the old soil of the rose garden to upgrade it, a mysterious cable buried in a corner of the garden was cut. It turned out to be the hot line that set off the nation’s military alert! The area was soon teeming with security guards. The cable was one that had hastily been installed during WWII by the Navy. Records of its location were inaccurate, hence the error.

The rose garden took front and center during President Richard Nixon’s administration (1969-71) when daughter, Tricia, was married there.

In March 1972, then Governor Ronald Reagan invited the President and First Lady Thelma “Pat” Nixon to Sacramento for the 18th Annual Camellia Festival.
Mrs. Nixon opened the festival by unveiling a new “Pat Nixon” camellia which had been named in her honor. She then planted the camellia near the east steps of the California State Capitol. The camellia, developed by Kramer Nurseries of Upland, California, has blush pink petals veined in deeper pink. It was developed from a sport of the “Richard Nixon” camellia, a large anemone-form flower with pinkish white, rose-streaked petals.

That night after the parade and all of the festivities were over, a thief dug up the plant, stuffed the roots in a burlap bag, and took it home. A gardener discovered the hole the next morning. Quickly, before anyone could notice, a new “Pat Nixon” camellia was planted in the same hole. Reagan is rumored to have hand-picked a squad of state capitol police to guard the new camellia around the clock.

Incoming President James “Jimmy” Carter (1977-81) was one of the few presidents since James Monroe who could honestly list agriculture as his occupation.

First Lady Rosalyn Carter, whose favorite flower was the white camellia, may be credited with the grandest of camellia arrangements of all at the White House. Her garden club friends from Georgia had gathered hundreds of camellias and had hand delivered them to the White House for a State Dinner honoring Prime Minister Deng Xiaoping of China. The garden club ladies assisted the staff in placing the blooms in large glass bowls with floating candles on each table. This was a particularly appropriate decoration inasmuch as the camellia originated in China and is the official state flower of Georgia.

Flowers have different cultural meanings in different countries, thus a certain protocol must be followed in choosing which ones to use in arrangements. In Italy, for example, the chrysanthemum is associated with death and would make for an awkward centerpiece at an Italian State Dinner. In Muslim and many Pacific Rim countries, the color white is reserved for funerals, while in many of the Central and South American countries, the same is true of the color yellow. Some heads of state have floral preferences: President Francois Mitterand of France loved roses; Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain fancied anemones.

An interesting side note here is that while any container in the White House suitable for flower arranging, regardless of its age, value, or source, may be used, it must be properly fitted with a liner to protect each piece from excess...
water. The liners are custom made in the White House metal shop to fit perfectly. Then in the arranging process, the liners are filled with water-holding foam or even chicken wire to hold the design in place.

**The 21st century.** Access to the grounds changed as a result of the post-September 11th world. Security concerns closed Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the White House to vehicular traffic, and it became a promenade for people including protestors exercising their First Amendment rights. Although security bollards do exist, they are discreetly placed in a sleek, modern paving pattern. Historic fixtures light the way for evening strollers and traditional benches line the paths. New disease-resistant American elms have been placed on both sides of the avenue in keeping with the trend of using native plants.
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The Gulf Coast Camellia Society (GCCS) Executive Board Meeting was held October 17, 2016 at 2:30 pm at the Hollywood Casino Convention Center in Bay St. Louis, MS. The 2016 GCCS membership general meeting activities followed which were hosted by the Mississippi Coast Camellia club.

James Dwyer, 2016 GCCS President, called the meeting to order at 2:30 pm and presided over the meeting. Vice President, Roger Roy was absent due to resignation.

Board Members presents:
Rebecca Christian, Secretary
Michael Ruth, Treasurer
State Vice Presidents:
  Al Baugh, Alabama
  Mark Crawford, Georgia
  James Smelly, Mississippi
  Carol Comber, Florida
  Jim Campbell, Louisiana
Absent: Claudette Shelfer, Texas
Presidents Emeriti:
Richard Hooten
Lynn Vicknair
ACS Executive Director: Celeste Richard.
Nominated 2017 Officers:
  Carolyn Dickson, President
  Hunter Charbonnet, Vice President
Members: Vickie Baugh, Betty Hooten

Minutes of the previous GCCS Board Meeting held on October 18, 2015 were distributed by the Secretary, Rebecca Christian. The Board dispensed with the reading of the minutes received in print and unanimously approved the minutes.

Treasurer, Michael Ruth, distributed copies of a report of expenses and revenue for July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016 Fiscal Year. The checking account balance was $9,822 on June 30, 2016 compared to $10,791 a year earlier on June 30, 2015. Total revenue to support the activities of GCCS from dues, raffles, auctions and donations was $7,436. The cost of printing the last four issues of The Camellian was $5,154 for 880 copies. Convention fees collected for October 2015 were $7,720 with expenses of $9,809 dispersed for speakers and facility charges by Hollywood Casino. Mike Ruth led a discussion of expected lower expenses for meetings in the future. The Camellian printing is the major operating expense with the goal of extending camellia education to members. The cost of The Camellian was discussed by the Board and believed to be well worth the expense which may be supplemented by the GCCS Trust if requested. No supplemental distribution from the GCCS Trust was requested during the report period. Hunter Charbonnet opened a discussion that event liability insurance may be required which would increase the meeting expenses in the future and volunteered to seek an opinion on the subject. Hunter Charbonnet suggested increasing membership dues revenue by recruitment at the local club level. James Dwyer requested an updated membership list. The Treasurer’s Report was unanimously approved by the Board.

GCCS Endowment Trust Administrator, Bob Stroud, reported the current 2016 value of the fund has a recent average of $94,000 which is an increase from 2015 October average of $86,000. Bob Stroud described the investment holdings of the fund as mutual funds. Bob Stroud recommended distributions from the Trust to cover projects supported by GCCS or for printing The Camellian.

1. Mark Crawford announced that the Atlantic Coast Camellia Society funded a grant to support research in plant viruses by Dr. Simon Scott at Clemson University. Mark Crawford reported on research by Dr. Thomas Ranney at North Carolina to develop crosses for cold hardy plants. Mark had previously described Dr. Ranney’s plant crosses in an article printed in The Camellian. Mark Crawford made a motion to support the
research by Dr. Ranney with a distribution of $2,000 from the GCCS Trust account. Jim Campbell seconded the motion. The Board unanimously approved the distribution. Jim Campbell seconded the motion. The Board unanimously approved the distribution of $2,000 to the North Carolina Horticultural Foundation.

2. Celeste Richard described damage of the camellia display gardens at Massee Lane by wild hogs that had not been controlled with trapping efforts. A fence to completely surround Massee Lane had a cost of $12,000. Jim Campbell endorsed the need and cost of the fence. Bob Stroud made a motion to make a distribution of $2,000 to cover expense of the hog fence at Massee Lane. The motion was seconded by Mark Crawford and unanimously approved by the Board.

3. Jim Campbell made a motion that $2,000 be distributed to the ACS Endowment Fund. Mark Crawford seconded the motion which the Board unanimously approved.

Editor of The Camellian, Kenn Campbell, requested articles for future issues of The Camellian to be sent by Board members and local members.

The nominating report was delivered by President James Dwyer with the slate of offices to be:
- President – Carolyn Dickson
- Vice President – Hunter Charbonnet
- Treasurer – Michael Ruth
- Secretary – Rebecca Christian

Al Baugh moved to approve the nominated slate of officers. Jim Campbell seconded the motion. The board unanimously approved the slate of officers to be presented to the membership October 18, 2016 at the GCCS.

New business:
2017 GCCS convention invitation was extended by Lynn Vicknair for October 15-16, 2017. The Baton Rouge Camellia Society will host the meeting to be held at the LSU Rural Life Museum. The Drury Hotel on Essen Lane will be the host for room and breakfast with light afternoon refreshments. Event liability insurance is required. A payment for LSU security officers is required after regular hours. James Dwyer moved to accept the meeting location. Al Baugh seconded the motion that the invitation would be presented at the general membership meeting. The 2018 GCCS convention in Pensacola was mentioned by Dick Hooten pending approval by local club members.

Rebecca Christian brought up the best way to memorialize deceased members of GCCS. She noted that during the last year several members have been remembered for their service to local organizations by means of a brief article in The Camellian. Rebecca recommended that this practice be continued. It was discussed and agreed that Treasurer Michael Ruth would receive information about the death of members and forward to Editor, Kenn Campbell for inclusion in The Camellian.

Celeste Richard, Executive Director, ACS and Jim Campbell, ACS President, discussed upcoming changes in American Camellia Society organizational structure which focuses on local clubs nominating members that will be voted on by their regional members to fill positions in the ACS organization. The process change and procedures will be presented by Celeste Richard and Jim Campbell in the general session.

A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Jim Campbell, seconded by Mark Crawford and unanimously approved by the Board.

Submitted for Publication (May 4 2017)
Rebecca S. Christian, GCCS Recording Secretary
At the ACS Convention in Oregon April 2017. Standing is James (Jim) Dickson. Seated (on the left) his wife, Carolyn and on the right is Caroline Dickson, GCCS President.

C. sasanqua ‘Red October’
Originated, registered and propagated by Glenn Read of Lucedale, MS 2016

C. japonica ‘George Lumsden’ loose peony form to rose form double, light pink fading to white at center, small to medium. Originated by Hulyn Smith, Valdosta, GA, registered and propagated by Randolph Maphis, Tallahassee. FL. 2016

The Camellia Club of Mobile welcome visitors to their display at the Semmes Heritage Day Festival on May 6 of this year. This is an annual celebration that has special significance this year because it is part of Alabama’s three-year bicentennial birthday celebration. Semmes, Alabama is a major nursery center and has a long history of propagating camellias and other plants. The club had a table displaying Carolyn Oyler’s huge poster showing dozens of colorful camellia photos plus lots of free literature about camellias and how to grow them.
At the Pensacola Camellia Club March Banquet, outgoing President, Christi Hankins was named Camellia Person of the Year.

Visitors to the University of West Florida Camellia Garden Enhancement Ribbon Cutting Ceremony enjoy the new walkways and seating improvements. The Garden is a joint venture between UWF and the Pensacola Camellia Club.


C. japonica ‘Rhysa Johnson’ Originated and propagated by Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA. 2017
GCCS MEMBERSHIP ROSTER 2017

American Camellia Society,  100 Massee Lane, Fort Valley, GA 31030-9100 478-967-2358
ask@americancamellias.org

Bach, David & Margaret, 4871 Abelia Dr., Baton Rouge LA 70808 225-266-7625
mbach@cjbrown.com

Ballard, Michael, P.O. Box 66196, Mobile, AL 36660-1196 251-473-4228
mballard@uhblaw.com

Barlow, Lawrence D., 1022 Oaklette Ave., Chesapeake, VA 23325 757-805-2043
larrybarlow@cavtel.net

Bates, Larry & Stephanie, 3159 Hwy 112, Forest Hill, LA 71430 731-514-6277
larryvbates@hotmail.com

Baugh, Al & Vickie, 31287 Blakeley Ridge Ct., Spanish Fort, AL 36527-5136
251-895-9932 vmb_baugh@bellsouth.net

Bazer, David, 700 Livingston Ave., Shreveport, LA 71107 318-424-0472
davebazer@bellsouth.net

Benko, Ronald & Dean, 43103 W. Pleasant Ridge Rd, Hammond, LA 70403 504-231-7191
ronbenko@gmail.com

Bennett Paula, 2 Begonia Dr., Covington, LA 70433 985-893-7740
pichuputti@bellsouth.net

Bishop, Edna H., 402 Becker, Brookhaven, MS 39601 601-833-1162
j_bishop1@bellsouth.net

Blanchard, Joan I., 2020 W. Romana St., Pensacola, FL 32502 850-432-4216
jblanc6000@aol.com

Bone, Shawn M., 14514 Lazy Oaks Ct., Baton Rouge, LA 70810 225-772-1900
labones4@gmail.com

Boudreaux, Dudley & Lois, P.O. Box 146, Port Neches, TX 77651-0146 409-722-4994
dboudreaux@gt.rr.com

Brackin, David & Tammy, 24400 Gean Rd., Summerdale, AL 36580 251-550-9675
davidandtammybrackin@gmail.com

Bradley, Susan & Allen, 123 Imperial Woods DR., Harahan, LA 70123 504-667-3026
suebrad@bellsouth.net

Breeland, Alfred & Renae, 154 Edgewater Dr., Biloxi, MS 39531-4709 228-388-5199
tobyfatcat@bellsouth.net

Bright, Fay, 907 S. Chestnut St., Hammond, LA 70403 985-542-9477
Broders Jr., Leo E., 543 Seyburn Dr., Baton Rouge, LA 70808-5562 225-766-3972
leooejr@bellsouth.net

Brodie, Rose Anne, 145 Crape Myrtle Rd., Covington, LA 70433 985-892-6246
Brown, Tim, 142 Sportsman Dr., Belle Rose, LA 70341 985-252-8400
rtbrown45@yahoo.com

Brown, Leo, 8600 Tutwiler Ln., Mobile, AL 36619-4330 251-633-7279 lbro40@aol.com

Burnett Jr., Patty & James, 140 Burnett Gardens Rd., DeRidder, LA 70634 337-462-0855
Bush, Allen, 880 Western Lake Dr., Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459 ajb1@swbell.net

Butler, Maia, 1588 Glasgow Ave., Baton Rouge, LA 70808-8629 225-924-5652
maiahelene@aol.com

Calloway, Ray & Kay, P. O. Box 507, Point Clear, AL 36564-0507 251-928-1213
Dwyer, James & Eileen, 14040 Riverside Dr., Foley, AL 36535  251-988-1405  
jdwyer@gulftel.com

Edwards, Mary W., 2405 N. 18th Ave., Pensacola, FL 32503-5406  850-433-2356

Egnew, Theta, 77 Shady Lane Dr., slidell, LA 70461  985-643-3240  
egnewa@bellsouth.net

Eidem, Richard & Sarah, 11363 Newton Circle, Conroe, TX 77303-3249  936-264-2437  
sarahheidem505@gmail.com

Ellis, Martina, P O Box 605, Amite, LA 70422  985-748-6038  
martinaellis@yahoo.com

Estes, Shirley, 504 Becker St., Brookhaven, MS 39601  601-833-8390  
boguewild@bellsouth.net

Estrada, Edward & Linda, 74 Red Sable Dr., The Woodlands, TX 77380-2600  281-367-7168  
lindaestra@aol.com

Evans, Ann c., 606 Cheyenne Rd., Montgomery, TX 77316  936-537-2009  
tommyboyevans@hotmail.com

Fetterman, Annabelle, 208 Fox Lake Dr., Clinton, NC 28328-3108  910-592-3735

Fleming, Hugh & Martha, 70333 N. Hickory Hill Rd., Kentwood, LA 70444-6470  985-229-3523  
marthafleming1@live.com

Fletcher, Verna & William, 10430 Tiger Bend Rd., Baton Rouge. LA 70817  225-753-7430  
whf07@cox.net

Frank, Dick & Sandra, 1018 Stonewall Dr., Nashville, TN 37220-1023  615-383-7055  
cdrfrank@bellsouth.net

Fresina, Alice & Katherine, 8654 Forest Hill Dr., Baton Rouge, LA 70809  225-927-2359  
fresinam@bellsouth.net

Gamble, Bill & Alice, 5118 Queensloch Dr., Houston, TX 77096-4130  713-661-0327  
wrgamble711@aol.com

Geeker, Katherine, 4090 Bayou Blvd., Pensacola, FL 32503  850-438-2129

Gillespie, Sara E., P.O. Box 15517, Hatsieburg, MS 39404-5517

Griffing, Hurley, 86387 Mockigbird Hill Rd., Franklinton, LA 70438-8605  985-796-8662  
ckhurleyg@cs.com

Grimm, John L., 4113 Transcontinental Dr., Metairie, LA 70006-2645  504-610-7828  
camelliasaver@multi-quest.net

Hairston, Louise Poe, 2540 Aberdeen Rd., Birmingham, AL 35223-1057  205-993-1180

Hall, Harold & Caryl W., 1102 Millard Dr., Nacogdoches, TX 75965-2640  936-560-3322  
cwhall2@suddenlink.net

Harkey, Linda F., P. O. Box 83376, Baton Rouge, LA 70884  225-241-0073  
lharkey@cox.net

Harry, Jana, 14005 Virginia St., Vancleve, MS 39565-6941  228-872-0908

Hart, Dennis, 1403 Adams St., New Orleans, LA 70118  504-866-2490  
dlhart98@aol.com

Hart, Eileen, 16921 Crawley Rd., Odessa, FL 33556  813-920-2987  
eplants@hotmail.com

Hawkins, Margaret, 255 W. Oak St., Ponchatoula, LA 70454  985-386-6174

Heard, Larry, 4213 Halls Mill Rd., Mobile, AL 36693  251-661-3608  
Larry_Heard@bellsouth.net

Hegwood, Pat & Connie, 35 Belle Meade Rd., Holly Springs, MS 38635-6006  225-266-6054  
chegwood2@gmail.com
Landry, Josef Wright & Lauren, 4809 Iberville St., New Orleans, LA 70119 504-486-4951 llancy12@cox.net
Lane, Mary Jane, 8001 Nelson St., New Orleans, LA 70125 504-430-3776 mjlane54@gmail.com
Lange, William F., 12 Zettel Rd., Ocean Springs, MS 39564 228-327-0404 albert3ct@gmail.com
Latta, Forrest S., 4708 Old Shell Rd., Mobile, AL 36608 251-345-8212 forrest.latta@burr.com
Lawrence, Steve & Gayle, 8030 Bernard St., Tallahassee, FL 32317 850-545-3838 gjlawrence@comcast.net
LeBourgeois, Brian & Sally, 4705 Southshore Dr., Metairie, LA 70002-1432 504-455-9664 sallygator@aol.com
Lefebvre, Al & Doris, 15226 Government St., Gulfport MS 39503-2877 228-832-2405 Lehr, Gaye, 2168 LaSalle Ave., Terrytown, LA 70056-4515 504-393-6769
Lesmeister, Don & Joan, 4512 Marble Way, Carmichael, CA 95608 916-967-8420
Le Vrier, Peggy, 14331 Walker Rd., Conroe, TX 77302 281-429-2587
Lewis, Bruce & Karen, P.O. Box 1963, Woodville, MS 39669 601-431-1935 bruce@wginlawfirm.com
Litchfield, Brenda, 6163 Bayou Rd., Mobile, AL 36605 251-622-1930 bel6163@gmail.com
Lowe, Rodney & Rose Mary, 61239 Roosevelt Rd., Slidell, LA 70458 985-641-0730 ewolr@aol.com
Manis, Steven, 1281 Homestead Ave., Gautier, MS 39552-228-49-4115 steven.manis@mgccc.edu
Manthei, Lynn, P. O. Box 296, Gulf Breeze, FL 32562-0296 850-723-5175
Manuel, Dr. Maurice & Lois, 102 Augusta Dr., Broussard, LA 70518-6173 337-552-8038
Maphis, Randolph, 7476 Skipper Lane, Tallahassee, FL 32317-8528 850-528-4795 crmaphis@comcast.net
Marcotte, Don & Jenny 11 Whippoorwill Dr. Huntsville TX 77340 936-295-8056
tunny-farm2@sb.com
Massengale, Trent & Ann, 5305 Flanders Dr., Baton Rouge, LA 70808 225-753-3825 atmass@cox.net
McCleary, Ray, 6006 Tremayne Dr., Mount Dora, FL 32757-8021 352-383-1786 raymccleary@gmail.com
McConnell Ruby E. 21 Snowbird Pl. The Woodlands TX 77381-4153 281-292-5472 rmgcc@earthlink.net
Miller Theresa Ann 313 Pine Dr. Ocean Springs MS 39564 228-365-8163 skoshi313@juno.com
Miller, Lisa, 11377 Coleman Rd., Gulfport, MS 39503-4138 228-832-7807 lisamiller27@gmail.com
Mims, Richard, 409 Groves St., Lugoff, SC 29078-9343 803-572-5353 richardmims@ymail.com
Mizell, Paige, 12497 Joseph's Rd., Folsom, LA 70437 985-796-3209 mizells@camelliahillnursery@aol.com
Mizell, David & Mary, P. O. Box 721, Folsom, LA 70437 985-796-3209 mizzellmary@aol.com
Mizzell, Tyler B., 117 Green St., Santee, SC 29142 803-854-3046
Activities slow down in the summer camellia garden, but there are still important chores to be done.

☐ Water: Be sure plants get enough water during dry periods. Plants in the ground need 1” of water each week if it doesn’t rain, and container plants may need water several times a week.

☐ Water Quality. Check pH of your water supply (check with water company) to determine how it will effect your soil or potting mix. For example - Baton Rouge water has a pH of 8.3 and using city water can raise the pH of your soil to 7 - 7.5. Soil pH for camellias should be 5.5 to 6 for best growth and health. Have soil tested to determine if corrections are needed. Sulfur lowers the soil pH. Aluminum sulphate is faster acting, but elemental provides long lasting results.

☐ Spraying: Spot spray as required to control pests. DO NOT use oil emulsion sprays in the heat of the summer as the will damage your plants. Use summer sprays such as “Triple Action” which contains Neem Oil as the active ingredient. Use as directed for ‘summer use.’

☐ Mulching: Provide 2” to 3” of chopped leaves or bark to help control weeds and keep soil cool.

☐ Fertilizing: Plants growing in the ground generally do not need fertilizing in the summer. Plants in containers need fertilizer every month or so, since the nutrients will leach from the container with each watering. Use a time release formula with trace elements to reduce the frequency and provide more uniform feeding.

☐ Pruning and Disbudding: Start disbudding as soon as the flower buds are easily discernable from the growth buds. Carefully pinch off all but one flower bud on each stem to help get better and larger blooms. While disbudding, bring along your clippers and trim off any weak or dead branches as you go along. Minor pruning to adjust the shape of the plant can also be done. Try to keep your clippers as clean as you can to avoid spreading dieback, which always seems to be around. Pruning paint, available in a convenient spray can, can be sprayed on the larger wounds for protection against fungal infections.

☐ Seed Pods: Pick seedpods before they crack completely open (usually August) to avoid losing seed or having them dry out. Generally, the seedpods turn a lighter green and show signs of the pod preparing to split some time before they actually split. Once picked the pods will split open in a couple of days and the seed may be planted at that time.

☐ Propagation: The summer months of July and August are good for air-layering and rooting cuttings of camellias.
Camellia Quiz

Name these reticulatas that are popular in the Gulf Coast Region.
Answers on page 29.
Camellia Websites

American Camellia Society
www.americancamellias.org

Atlantic Coast Camellia Society
www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.org

Baton Rouge Camellia Society
www.facebook.com/brcamellias

Birmingham Camellia Society
www.birminghamcamellias.com

Brookhaven Camellia Society
www.homerrichardson.com/camellia

Camellia Society of North Florida
www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.com/Camellia_Society_North_Fla.html

Coushatta Camellia Society, Conroe, TX
www.coushattachamelliasociety.org

Fort Walton Beach Camellia Society
www.facebook.com/FWBCamelliaSociety

Gainesville (Florida) Camellia Society
www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.org/Gainesville%20CS.html

Gulf Coast Camellia Society
www.gulfcoastcamellias.org

Mississippi Gulf Coast Camellia Society
www.facebook.com/Mississippi_Gulf_Coast_Camellia_Society

Mobile Camellia Society
www.mobilecamellia.org

Northshore Camellia Society
www.northshorecamelliasociety.org

Pensacola Camellia Club
www.pensacolacamelliaclub.com

Valdosta Camellia Society
www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.org/assets/pdf/Valdosta%20Newsletters%202013-2014.pdf (Awe heck - just google it)
The grafting experiment using an old Scottish variation on the approach graft shown in the Winter 2017 Camellian was a failure. The graft was made last fall and the scion looked green all winter. But when the new growth on the stock plant began, the scion died. I will try again when the new growth hardens and I can get a scion. Hopefully I can find the proper timing to make it work as it is much easier than top-working.

Another failed experiment was my attempt at “cutting grafts.” I had seen articles about this being a good method to root hard-to-root varieties. So I took several cuttings of retic. ‘Lila Naff’ and the sasanqua we use for understock, scraped the bark down to cambium, bound them together with a rubber band, dipped in rooting hormone and stuck in the mist bed that the BRCS operates at the Burden Center. The theory being that the sasanqua will root and the retic will be bound to the sasq, by grafting. They can then be potted up and when well rooted the sasq. can be cut away. After six months they failed to root and died. Guess I will try again this summer with some different combinations.

I enjoy receiving pictures of western Scotland from my friend Dsuncan Beaton. I couldn’t resist showing you the one on the back cover with the ‘Donation’ in full bloom. Argyll is about the same latitude as Newfoundland, but the west coast of Scotland is warmed by the Gulf Stream making camellias a popular plant in the area.

The williamsii hybrids perform exceptionally well, but I have seen many japonica plants in the area. Unfortunately, I have never been there during blooming season.

Camellia Quiz Answers

1. ‘Black Lace’ 1968 L.W. Ruffin, Ellisville, MS
2. ‘Brooke Maphis’ 2008 Dr. W. F. Homeyer, Macon, GA
3. ‘Lady Pamela’ 1996 Dr. R. Withers, Aus
4. ‘Francie L’ 1964 Nuccios, Altedena, CA
5. ‘Frank Houser Var.’ 1990 Marvin Jernigan, Warner Robins, GA
Gulf Coast Camellia Society

Invitation to Join

The Gulf Coast Camellia Society was organized in 1962 for the purpose of extending appreciation and enjoyment of camellias. The Society strives to provide information to its members about all aspects of the care and culture of camellia plants as well as the exhibiting and showing of camellia blooms. The Society also serves as a forum for members to share and exchange information and experiences with other members.

Annual dues for membership in the Gulf Coast Camellia Society are $10.00 for individuals and $12.00 for couples. Membership runs from October through September each year. Life Membership is available at $200 for individual and $240 for couples. Included with membership are four issues of *The Gulf Coast Camellian* which contains articles on all aspects of camellia culture as well as serving as an exchange of news and information between and for members. *The Camellian* also contains reports of the Society’s operations, minutes of meetings, financial reports, show news, and other subjects of interest to our members.

To join, send your name, address, phone number, and e-mail address, along with your payment to Gulf Coast Camellia Society, in care of Michael Ruth, 726 High Plains Ave., Baton Rouge, LA 70810

Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Telephone:__________________________
E-mail: _____________________________
President
Caroline Dickson
72 N. Highlands Dr.
Poplarville, MS 39470
(601) 403-8269
mcdpopcamellia@bellsouth.net

First Vice-President
Hunter Charbonnet
16423 Summerhill Rd.
Covington, LA 70435
(985) 809-3168  hcharbo1@gmail.com

State Vice Presidents
Alabama  Al Baugh, Spanish Fort, AL
Florida  Carol Comber, Pensacola, FL
Georgia  Mark Crawford, Valdosta, GA
Louisiana  Jim Campbell, Covington, LA
Mississippi  Jim Smelley, Moss Point, MS
Steve Manis, Gauthier, MS
Texas  Office Vacant

Treasurer
Michael Ruth
726 High Plains Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225) 767-1388  mruthmd@gmail.com

Secretary
Rebecca Christian
4634 Hyacinth Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(225) 930-9330
rebeccaschristian@gmail.com

The Gulf Coast Camellia Society is a non-profit corporation chartered 12/14/1962 in the State of Louisiana (charter no. 03207330n).

The Gulf Coast Camellian is published quarterly by the Gulf Coast Camellia Society, Inc.
Copyright 2017
Kenneth B. Campbell, Editor
3310 Fairway Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(225) 923-1697  kennbc@cox.net
My friend Duncan Beaton sent this recent picture of a corner of his garden in the village of Furnace, Argyll, Scotland, with a williamsii hybrid ‘Donation’ in full bloom on the left. The one on the right is Charlotte de Rothschild. The view is looking east across Loch Fyne and on many mornings the sunrise is spectacular. (–ed.)